LYING BASTARD ELON MUSK SAYS HE
DOES NOT NEED GOVERNMENT HAND
OUTS TO EXIST. ENTIRE WORLD
DISAGREES WITH HIM.
Tesla share crash amid bid to kill off electric car
tax break
Didn't help that the automaker's financial results also sucked
By Kieren McCarthy in San Francisco 2 Nov 2017 at 18:47
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Tesla's share price took a dive Thursday morning as Republicans in Congress revealed they were
planning to kill off a US federal tax credit for electric vehicles.
The proposed House tax bill calls for an immediate repeal of the $7,500-per-vehicle credit: something
that would have an immediate knock-on impact for Tesla given that it only produces electric cars.
Its share price fell more than seven per cent to about $296 apiece from Wednesday's $321. The draft
law emerged as the Elon-Musk-led automaker announced its worst-ever quarter, recording a $671m
loss and admitting it had not met its production target for its new Model 3 car, producing just 220 of
them against its 1,500 target.

Click to enlarge ... Source: Google Finance
Economists believe that the tax credit is a key driver for electric car sales, and cite the example of when
the state of Georgia cut its $5,000 tax credit and saw sales of electric cars slump from 1,400 a month to
just 100 a month in response.
As an indication of how the $7,500 helps Tesla sell more of its vehicles, it even incorporates the figure
into its pricing on its website, noting that the total vehicle cost is reduced thanks to the break – although
you would still pay full price for the car and then would need to claim the credit back on your tax
forms.

Blueprint
The bill itself – which still has to go through Congress and is seen as a blueprint for the Trump
administration's tax shakeup – would kill off the electric vehicle break on the final day of this year.
Scrapping the leccy car deal will increase US tax revenues by $4bn, it is estimated. That's a good
saving seeing as the Republicans are desperate to balance America's books while cutting the corporate
tax rate.

Tesla hits Model 3 production speed bumps, slides to loss
READ MORE
Under the process the Republicans intend to use to pass their tax reform bill, it is necessary for the
country's figures to balance – any cuts have to be met with additional tax income. So far, the plan is
expected to cost the Land of the Free $1.5tr over 10 years.
As such, those behind the plan either have to find additional income, reduce their planned cuts, or take
a different tack altogether, while bagging sufficient support from the Democrats to get the whole
shebang approved. In short, anything in the current plan that increase tax revenue is unlikely to pulled
out.
It's not just Tesla that will be hard hit by the removal of the federal tax credit: General Motors has been
pushing its Chevy Bolt electric car, and under California state law, it is required to sell a certain
percentage of electric cars each year or effectively pay for not doing so by purchasing green credits.
GM said in a statement following the news: "Tax credits are an important customer benefit that can
help accelerate the acceptance of electric vehicles. Because General Motors believes in an all-electric
future, we will work with Congress to explore ways to maintain this incentive."
Tesla has yet to respond – even though the markets have already spoken. ®
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So, tell us again how tech giants are more important than US govt...

